Cookie Policy
To make this site work properly and to improve the experience of using online applications, website
CHE DELIZIA uses cookies. This document provides information related to the use of cookies and
similar technologies, about how they are used and how to manage them.
Definitions
Cookies are part of a code installed within the browser which assist the chief of the service
following the purpose described.
Cookie categories
Can be distinguished different categories by characteristics and use of cookies:
Technical and session cookies
CHE DELIZIA doesn't use cookies to transmit personal information or users' tracking systems.
Technical cookies are essential to the right performance of the site. Cookies content is strictly
related to the transmission of session identifiers (casual laces generated by server) necessary to let
the sure and proficient exploration. Cookies duration is strictly limited to the work session.
Session cookies used in this site potentially avoid the appeal to other prejudicial computer
techniques for the reservation of the navigation of the consumers and don't allow the acquisition of
personal data which can identify users.
Profiling cookies
Profiling cookies are used to create profile related to users. They are often use to send
advertisements in accordance with preferences expressed by users navigating the internet. Such
cookies are installed from third parts. The denominations of the third parts and the links to the
related information document are available in the following paragraph.
In view of the particular invasiveness these cookies can have in the private sphere of users,
European and Italian laws obligate to rightly inform costumers about their use, through a short
reporting (banner) and an extensive one presents in the site; first time user has to express his/her
explicitly agree with cookies.
Such agreement can be expressed in general terms, interacting with the short informative banner
presents on the landing page of the site, with the formalities explained in such banner, or it can be
furnished or denied in selective way, according to the formalities set out below. Over this
agreement, trace is held in occasion of following visits. Nevertheless, the consumer always has the
possibility to revoke in everything or partly the already expressed agreement.
Third parties' cookies
Visiting a website you can receive cookies from visited site ("owner cookies") and from sites
managed by other organizations ("third parties"). An expressed example is represented by the
presence of "social plugin" such as Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn and Shareaholic. It deals

with parties of the visited page directly generated by that site and integrated in the page of the guest
site. The most common use of social plugin is to share content on social network.
The presence of these plugin involve cookies transmission from and to all sites managed by third
parties. The management of informations gathered by "third parties" is covered by related
informative sheets, please see the informative.
In order to ensure greater transparency and convenience, please find hereafter websites of the
different informative and the way to manage cookies.
Google+ informative: http://www.google.it/intl/it/policies/technologies/cookies/
Google+ configuration: http://www.google.it/intl/it/policies/technologies/managing/
Google analytics
CHE DELIZIA website includes some components submitted by Google Analitics, a web analysis
service from Google Inc. ("Google"). Even in this occasion, it's about third parties' cookies
anonymously picked and managed to monitor and improve guest site performance (performance
cookie).
Google analytics uses cookies to pick and analyze anonymously information about behaviors of use
of CHE DELIZIA site. Google analytics pick up such information to prepare reports for CHE
DELIZIA operators about the activities in the site. This site doesn't use (and doesn't allow to use
thirdly) Google Analysis instrument to monitor or pick personal or identifying informations. Google
doesn't involve IP address to no other data owned by Google and doesn't try to involve IP address to
a user's identity. Google can communicate these informations to third where these are imposed from
the law or where third deal with these informations on behalf of Google. Further informations can
be found on the link hereunder:
https://www.google.it/policies/privacy/partners/
The consumer can disable in selective way the action of Google Analytics installing on his/her own
browser the opt-out component furnished by Google. Can be used the following link to disable
Google Analytics actions:
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout
Cookie management
Control through browser: common browser (such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari)
accept cookies as default but this approach can be edited by user at any time. This is for PC and
mobile devices like tablets and smartphones: it is a normally and widely supported function.
Insofar, cookies can easily be disarmed or disabled entering to the options or to the preferences of
the used browser and generally they can be blocked only cookies of third parts; in general line, such
options will have effect only for that browsers and on that device, except that is active an options to
unify the preferences on different devices. The specific instructions can be found in the page of
options or help (help) of the same browser. The disable of the technical cookies, nevertheless, can
influence the full and/or correct operation of different sites, included that of the writer.
Usually, browser today used:

provide "Do not track" options, which is supported by other websites (but not from all). In this way,
certain sites could not gather this kind of information anymore; offer the option of anonymous or
undercover navigation; in this way can't be collected data in the browser and won't be saved the
chronology of navigation. Navigation data will be accessible to the manager of the visited website.
They allow to eliminate memorized cookies in everything or partly, but to the new visit to a web
site they are generally installed, where such possibility is not stopped.
Links to the most diffused pages of support (with instructions on the disablement of the cookies on
such browsers):
Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it
Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Gestione%20dei%20cookie
Internet Explorer: http://windows.microsoft.com/it-it/windows7/how-to-manage-cookies-ininternet-explorer-9
Opera: http://help.opera.com/Windows/10.00/it/cookies.html
Safari: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1677?viewlocale=it_IT
Android e iOS: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/2392971?hl=it

Third parties cookies:
Third parties cookies can be disabled both through the manner specified above or making reference
to each of the third part (following the link set out in the preceding paragraph)
It is pointed out, website http://www.youronlinechoices.com/it/ is an important resource not only to
acquire further information about cookies, but also to express own consent in relationship to
numerous cookies installed by different societies.
The Holder, therefore, recommends to the Consumers to use such resource in addition to the
information furnished by the present document.
Data processing Holder.
CHE DELIZIA S.r.l., in persona del legale rappresentante pro-tempore, corrente in Strada Tiberina
Nord n. 26/P, Ponte Felcino Perugia
For further information it is possible to consult the following sites:
http://www.allaboutcookies.org/
http://www.youronlinechoices.com/it/
http://cookiepedia.co.uk/

This website uses cookies. By continuing
navigation you agree to their use.

